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01. Preface
It is my privilege to introduce the Codex Protocol Title Registry (“The Codex”) as a new standard for the $2 Trillion Art and
Collectibles (“A&C”) asset class. The whitepaper that follows will provide an overview of this market and the problems the
protocol endeavors to solve. As a preface, I will explain why I believe Codex Protocol is of particular interest to the
crypto-community.
First, A&C provides an experience for newly wealthy holders of crypto-assets; driving a classic car on a wide open road,
appreciating the work of a master artist in your home, or drinking your finest vintage wine on a special occasion. The Codex will
make it possible to purchase these experiences directly from existing auction houses with cryptocurrency.
Second, A&C is a financial asset into which cryptowealth should immediately diversify. While today cryptowealth is diversifying
into ICOs, altcoins as an asset class are highly correlated with Bitcoin. Art, in comparison, provides an uncorrelated, appreciating
and private store of value. Indeed, high-net-worth individuals currently allocate an average of 6% of their portfolios to A&C as a
financial product. Cryptowealth should do the same.
Third and finally, A&C has a strong need for a decentralized title registry, a long-touted application of the blockchain. Unlike every
other asset class, no central title registry for A&C exists. To solve this problem, we have brought together a consortium from the
A&C community that ensures Codex will be integrated into the systems of over 5,000 auction houses, which makes its successful
adoption as a standard highly likely. This presents a unique opportunity to prove the eﬀectiveness of a blockchain-based title
registry to the public.
This is a fascinating market and the whitepaper that follows will expand on the above issues in depth. I appreciate your interest in
Codex Protocol and look forward to developing The Codex.
Sincerely,
Mark Lurie
www.linkedin.com/in/mlurie
CEO, Codex Protocol
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02. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce the Codex Protocol, an underlying protocol for the $2 Trillion art and collectibles (“A&C”) market. We
also propose two initial applications: “Biddable” to drive title adoption and “Sellable” to reinforce the value of titles.
The Codex is a decentralized title registry for the A&C market. Unlike every other asset class, no central title registry exists for A&C
today. This makes it diﬀicult to determine ownership, which is critical for two reasons:
1.
2.

Current ownership is a prerequisite for transacting, insuring, lending, and many other applications.
Past ownership (“provenance”) is the most important consideration for establishing authenticity and thus the value of
A&C.

With a widely adopted title registry, we expect that annual transaction value could grow by hundreds of billions of dollars, over $6
billion losses from fraud and forgeries could be prevented, and the value of all A&C would appreciate. Moreover, a title registry
would make transacting A&C faster and less expensive, lending against the assets easier, insurance underwriting less risky, and
fractional ownership possible. The Codex is intended to empower existing market stakeholders and intermediaries, not disrupt
them, which is why we are developing an open and decentralized protocol that anyone can build on top of.
We will drive adoption with an initial application, Biddable, which will be integrated into existing auction so ware. Biddable
makes it possible for holders of cryptocurrency to privately and anonymously bid on auction items, which is not possible today.
Of course, a title registry and transaction protocol only work insofar as they are adopted as a standard. To that end, we have
established a consortium of leading online marketplaces, so ware providers and auction houses who have agreed to adopt
Biddable and support Codex. This will ensure that holders of cryptocurrency will be able to purchase over $6 Billion of registered
A&C and bid in tens of thousands of auctions from over 5,000 auctioneers in over 50 countries. Because of the consortium, The
Codex will quickly be accepted as the standard.
The A&C industry is eager for a title registry and the consortium believes one is finally possible because it can be decentralized.
Centralized eﬀorts have failed in the past because collectors are unwilling to trust a central entity with information about
possession and intermediaries are unwilling to risk disintermediation. The advent of the blockchain enables a decentralized
solution that stakeholders will accept.
Finally, we introduce The Codex’s native token, the “BidDex”. BidDex is used to transfer, loan, consign and amend records on The
Codex. The Codex needs a native token for three reasons. First, the token enables rewards to experts who vouch for items in the
Codex. Second, it gives key stakeholders and intermediaries who use the title registry (and thus who are rewarded and/or
required to hold tokens) an interest in evangelizing further usage of the network. This aligns incentives of otherwise competitive
actors and ensures they all work toward the adoption of The Codex as an industry standard. In particular, it gives each stakeholder
an incentive to use the protocol themselves and encourage others to use it. Third, it provides a mechanism for the devolution of
governance to end-users over time.
On the first day that Biddable and The Codex are launched, we expect widespread utility and usage. As the rest of the A&C market
passes through auction, the title registry will increasingly become a standard on which further applications and financial products
are built.
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03. Art & Collectibles
3.1. Art & Collectibles Market
Codex Protocol’s focus is on the A&C market
which includes art, fine wine, collectible
cars, antiques, decorative arts, watches,
jewelry, valuable coins, and more.
Art and collectibles provide an experience;
driving a classic car on a wide open road,
appreciating the work of a master artist in
your home, or drinking your finest vintage
wine on a special occasion. However,
demand for A&C exceeds the available
supply because most items are held
privately rather than actively marketed for
sale.
Art and Collectibles is also a financial
product. It is a US$2 trillion asset class which
is expected to grow to US$2.7 trillion in the
next ten years1 with an estimated US$620
billion of annual transactions2. In particular,

3.2 Structure of A&C Market
The A&C ecosystem is a highly fragmented
network of individuals and businesses
involved in the production, dissemination and consumption of A&C goods. The transaction market is formed of several
international alpha tier auction houses and dealers, a thick middle at the national and regional level trading in the $2,500 $100,000 range, and an extremely long tail of those operating at local levels.
There are currently several methods of sale in the A&C market:
3
● Private Sales: Sales of anything purchased by one party from another at a negotiated price. For private sales,
commissions are undisclosed and o en unknowable since there are o en many intermediaries party to the same
transaction.
●

1
2
3

Live Auctions: Sales of “lots” of items run by an in-person auctioneer who opens and closes bidding on each lot before
moving onto the next. Most sales include hundreds or even thousands of items and are scheduled months in advance for

Deloitte Art and Finance Report 2017.
Deloitte / Wealth-X.

The two parties can be two collectors, a collector and a professional dealer or gallery, two dealers, institutions, groups, etc.
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a specific date and time to allow for marketing and promotion. Bidders can participate in-person, via telephone, or over
the internet in real-time. For live auctions, commissions typically range between 20 and 30 percent of the hammer price.
●

Timed Auction: A sale of one or more items in which bids can be placed asynchronously until bidding ends at a specific
scheduled time. Commissions on timed auctions typically range between 0 and 10% of the final selling price.

3.3 Use of Technology in A&C Market
Discovery and purchase of A&C are facilitated by a number of white-label so ware providers who enable dealers, galleries and
auction houses to maintain their own e-commerce and auction websites and mobile apps, along with online marketplaces that
aggregate and index items and vendors. Several of the best-known include LiveAuctioneers.com (live auction marketplace),
eBay.com, 1stdibs.com (ecommerce marketplace), Invaluable.com (live auction marketplace), Lo y.com (live auction
marketplace), AuctionMobility.com (white-label auction so ware).
An estimated 15% of annual A&C sales are purchased online, with projected growth to 30% in the next several years. Since Codex
Protocol solves several deep-rooted problems in transacting A&C both online and oﬀline, we believe its adoption will further
accelerate the shi from oﬀline to online commerce that will likely drive a virtuous circle of demand for BidDex.
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04. The Consortium
Codex Protocol is building infrastructure for the entire A&C industry. To inform the oﬀering and ensure widespread adoption,
Codex Protocol is also building a Consortium of leading industry stakeholders.

4.1. Why a Consortium?
The highly fragmented nature of the A&C ecosystem means that building a committed Consortium is the best way to seed
adoption and ensure the protocol becomes a standard. It means BidDex will be broadly accepted on day one, and it means items
sold or managed through the consortium members will be added to The Codex as a “Codex Title”.

4.2 Beneﬁts for Consortium Members
The problems described in this whitepaper create substantial financial losses and missed opportunities for a wide variety of
ecosystem stakeholders. Because Codex Protocol presents clear solutions, stakeholders have enthusiastically and contractually
agreed to support and adopt the protocol and to promote it as the industry standard.
Codex Protocol benefits Consortium members in two ways. First, an industry standard title registry and provenance store is likely
to benefit all ecosystem stakeholders through eﬀiciency savings making verification, appraisals, and transactions cheaper for
intermediaries and therefore enabling cost-savings for the end-consumer. Second, the Biddable application facilitates easier
cross-border transactions and enables cryptowealth to access the ecosystem more easily, driving more wealth into A&C as an
asset class.
For example: “We are thrilled to be one of the first members of the Codex Consortium and to bring Biddable to our users,” said Phil
Michaelson, President of LiveAuctioneers.com. “LiveAuctioneers has continuously invested in providing our auction house
partners with services and technology solutions, and Codex and Biddable are the most exciting we’ve seen. Codex and Biddable
can securely and anonymously increase trust among buyers, sellers, and consignors, so we, our bidders, and our auction house
partners eagerly await its launch.”
By bringing trust and eﬀiciency to the marketplace, Codex Protocol will ensure more buyers acquire the objects they desire, more
sellers receive a fair value for their items, and more intermediaries grow their revenue. A rising tide li s all boats.

4.3 The Current Consortium
The Consortium currently includes auction-related online marketplaces and so ware providers that facilitate the sale of several
billions of dollars of A&C from over 5,000 auctioneers. We have focused on auctions first because they provide an on-ramp of
goods onto The Codex en masse.
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The members of the Consortium currently include:
●

LiveAuctioneers.com, the leading online marketplace for auctions of art, antiques and collectibles, enabling over 4,000
auctioneers in 47 countries to host their auctions and connect with millions of bidders. LiveAuctioneers facilitates the sale
of over $5 billion and millions of unique items annually.

●

AuctionMobility.com, the leading provider of white-label, mobile-first bidding so ware to elite auctioneers, facilitating
the sale of over $1 billion of unique items annually from over 15 countries.

Together, the founding members will enable holders of cryptocurrency to bid on millions of items from over 5,000 auctioneers
who sell a combined $6 billion of merchandise annually, ranging from fine art and collectible cars to gold coins and fine wines.

4.4 Additional Members
Over the next several months, we expect the Consortium to continue to grow as more stakeholders join. We encourage and
welcome any stakeholders in the A&C ecosystem to participate by supporting the Codex Protocol’s vision and using and building
applications on top of it. Examples include major collectors, auctioneers, dealers, museums, and other organizations vetted by the
existing members. Conversations are underway and new members will be listed on CodexProtocol.com as they join.
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05. The Codex
The absence of a title registry gives rise to problems across the A&C asset class for all stakeholders in the ecosystem. For
collectors, it is hard to know whether the item they are buying is authentic and whether the seller has the right to sell it. It means
important documentation rarely passes on to new owners when an item is sold. It means it is hard to verify a rightful owner for
insurance purposes and it means it is hard to find the owners of specific items for the purpose of purchase. The examples are
innumerable.

5.1 The Importance of Title
The ownership record or title to an item is significant for two reasons. First, having title acts as verification of ownership for the
current owner, which enables the ability to sell an item, insure it, borrow against it, lend it and more. Second, having a record of
historical title is of great importance for the item’s value. The history of ownership of an item is known as provenance, which
accounts for almost the entire monetary value of an item because it is the most important indicator of authenticity. While the
importance of current ownership is likely obvious, the importance of past ownership requires additional explanation.
Authentic Picasso paintings, Chateau Margaux wine, and Rolex watches are highly desirable and valuable, whereas fake paintings,
wine, and watches are essentially worthless. Unfortunately, there are many impressive forgeries. For instance, the now infamous
New York Knoedler Gallery was forced to close a er the sales of a fake Mark Rothko painting for $8.3 million and fake Jackson
4
Pollock painting for $17 million were uncovered. A 2016 Netflix documentary, Sour Grapes, tells the story of Rudy Kurniawan’s
5
conviction for selling thousands of bottles of fake wine totalling over $35 million. In A&C, over $6 billion is lost annually due to
fakes and forgeries. Some estimates suggest that up to 40%6 of items circulating may be compromised. The risk of fakes, forgeries
and bad title is the greatest risk to a collector which makes provenance and title the most important attribute of any A&C item.
The ideal provenance is a well-documented history of ownership in an unbroken chain of transmission since creation or at least
since sold by a trusted intermediary. Unfortunately provenance documentation can also be subject to forgery. The most
prominent example of this is Wolfgang Beltracchi, infamous for multiple forgeries of original works, who went to great lengths to
forge provenance documentation, including having his wife pose in photographs as a fictional great-aunt, and alleged prominent
art collector.
Today, verifying title is an ad hoc and unreliable practice. This is because there is no central title registry for A&C to track
ownership and possession, like there is in the real estate market. But, the idea of a registry isn’t novel. Quite the opposite - the
benefits of a title registry are obvious to almost everyone in the A&C market. However, neither collectors nor intermediaries will
trust a centralized registry that could compromise their privacy or that of their clients. Fortunately, tracking and verifying
ownership and possession history is a perfect application for blockchain technologies.

4

Deloitte. Art & Finance Report, 2014, p. 127,https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/at/Documents/Tax/art-finance-report.pdf.
Bosker, Bianca. “A True Crime Documentary About the Con That Shook the World of Wine .”The New Yorker, 14 Oct. 2016,
www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/a-true-crime-documentary-about-the-con-that-shook-the-world-of-wine.
6
i2M (2015).
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5.2 The Codex Solution
The Codex Protocol is designed as a property title registry tailored for all A&C objects. A Codex Title is designed to preserve the
evidence of ownership of a piece. Specifically, a Codex Title includes records of:
●
●

The ownership and transmission history of the item since the Codex Title was instantiated
7
Hashes of related documentation (e.g. photographs, past appraisals, receipts, restoration records, etc)

By tracking ownership and transmission in an immutable history on the blockchain, the Codex Title provides a way for everyone to
verify ownership. In doing so, it is decentralized, anonymous and trustless, such that owners don’t have to identify themselves nor
does any central authority need to know their identity. This enables enthusiastic adoption.

For illustration purposes, here is an example of an item’s ownership history:
AH = Public sale at an Auction House
O1, O2, O2, O3, O4 = Owners

The story of this item begins at the artist (O1) who sold the piece to a collector (O2). The collector later decided to consign the
piece to an auction house (AH), perhaps Christie's. A new owner (O3) purchased it from the auction house and flipped it to a
collector (O4) who currently owns it.
Now, O4 is trying to sell the piece to a new buyer. The Codex allows the new buyer to view the record of ownership. While the
buyer cannot see the identity of owners who elect to remain private, the buyer can see when ownership transfers have taken place
and the identity of owners who have elected to be public, which are likely to be entities or intermediaries such as the artist and
the auction house. This gives the buyer peace of mind that they are buying an item with good provenance which supports the
value of the item. The buyer is willing to pay as much as if they had purchased the item directly from the artist or Christie's.

7

This and other information on the Codex Title may be stored elsewhere and a reference hashed into the smart contract.
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Alternatively, a second buyer has been hunting for a piece like this one. She searches online and discovers it sold at the auction
house, but doesn’t know who has it now. With The Codex, she can ask the auction house to communicate an oﬀer down the chain
of ownership until it gets to the current owner, even if O4 wasn’t currently listing the piece for sale.
While we anticipate that anyone can instantiate a Codex Title, most will likely be created by intermediaries such as auction houses
and then passed on to buyers. Since almost all items pass through auction at some point in their lives, most items should
eventually have corresponding Codex Titles. The consortium has already contractually agreed to instantiate a Codex Title for the
items they sell, which includes over 1 million items sold each year in tens of thousands of auctions with over 30 million bidders.

5.3 Challenges
There are two key challenges associated with a decentralized title registry for A&C:
First, many A&C items are already in existence. Of course, items created in the past will only have an immutable history since their
instantiation on the blockchain. That’s why auction houses are a great way to onboard existing items to the registry - as part of the
auction process, auction houses already research the provenance, compile documentation (e..g sales receipts or written
appraisals), analyze the item’s physical attributes, and vouch for items with their reputation. This information will be loaded onto
the Codex and future owners will immutably know which auction house instantiated that information. The best evidence of
authenticity will thus be the reputation of the best auction house or dealer who previously owned and sold a given piece. We
intend to reward users for vouching for items on the registry to further address this issue.
Second, we are linking physical items to digital records. We are o en asked how we prevent malicious owners from swapping out
a real piece with a fake one that could then be transferred along with a title that has good provenance. There are several answers.
First, there is no incentive to do this. The value of a piece is in its provenance, so transferring a good title along with a replica
would only serve to decrease the value of the authentic piece as much as it increases the value of the fake piece, leaving the seller
no better oﬀ. Second, the existence of a title with good provenance makes it extremely hard for a malicious actor to sell a replica
along with title that has poor provenance, because a prospective buyer could reverse search for the title with superior provenance
and quickly determine that the title of the replica is compromised.8 The Art Loss register works similarly today, where stolen art
(including Nazi art) is registered, preventing its resale.9 Third, this isn’t how many frauds are perpetrated in the art market. Exact
replicas are diﬀicult to produce. More common is the discovery of a forgotten piece claimed to be by a famous artist. For example,
no one forges the Mona Lisa; they claim to discover other paintings by Leonardo Da Vinci. If you take away one thing, however, we
hope it is that Codex is a substantial improvement over the status quo, which is even more prone to this type of attack. We don’t
think the initial threshold for innovation needs to be perfection, and so this is not a problem we claim to solve or need to solve
perfectly.
This being said, we endeavor to provide as much security as possible and look forward to developers building applications that
use new developments in physical tagging technology such as synthetic DNA and RFID tags to tie physical pieces to their Codex
Title, ensuring perfect security.
8

Note that this does not compromise privacy beyond the status quo. Today, past auction sales are public and a comprehensive list of artists’ known works is
typically compiled in a Catalogue Raisonné. It isn’t the existence of items that compromises privacy, but rather personal information about owners.
9
The Art Loss Register (http://www.artloss.com/en) is the world’s largest database of stolen art, enabling experts to “check the provenance of items before they
buy.” Codex will provide a similar capability for authenticity and ownership.
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5.4 The Codex as an Industry Protocol
The eﬀective implementation and adoption of The Codex across the industry will not only solve issues surrounding title, sourcing
and provenance but can also improve eﬀiciency for storage and logistics, inventory management, insurance and more.
Furthermore, The Codex could act as a key enabler for the expansion and development of other services within the art ecosystem
such as asset-backed lending, fractional ownership and improved insurance products for A&C.

Since The Codex is a decentralized protocol, anyone can use it and build services on top of it. Below are several examples of
industry personas, how they might benefit from The Codex, and examples of applications that might be built by or for them.
Auction Houses, Galleries and Dealers: The Codex provides a highly eﬀicient means of tracking
inventory and consignments enabling easy and provable transfer of provenance documentation as part
of a transaction. The Codex can also help intermediaries source specific works for their clients if
previously sold. Furthermore, it may help vendors protect themselves against dealing in inauthentic
works or works used for money laundering and terrorism financing. Finally, Codex Titles can be used in
title-deposit escrow smart contracts to facilitate easier transmission and a reduction in non-performing
bidders.
Collectors and Investors: The Codex also empowers collectors and investors to purchase A&C with
much greater confidence in the integrity of works which will enable faster transactions, easier
cross-border movement, and, over time, a reduction in the costs associated with owning A&C (e.g.,
insurance). The Codex will provide infrastructure for the development of inventory and wealth
management applications. Having an eﬀicient title registry will also enable alternative models such as
fractional ownership for investors. We envision large opportunities for derivative financial products
once this is easy, including securitization of pools of work, diversified indexes, and futures. Finally, the
Codex will also allow collectors to be able to more easily find the objects they desire.
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Artists, their Estates and Foundations: Applications built on The Codex could provide an eﬀicient
means of cataloguing and archiving work for artists which will deter the creation of fakes and forgeries
and may prevent manipulation of an artist’s market. An artist or his/her estate would be able to build a
catalogue raisonée on The Codex. Applications of The Codex could also enable easier tracking of resale
royalty payments which may be due to artists but frequently remain unpaid.
Asset-backed Lenders: Today, a large market exists in loans secured by A&C. Owners seek out these
loans for many reasons. For example, if they are asset rich but cash poor and need to fulfill a financial
obligation, a loan secured by A&C property may be their only viable option. The Codex will support art
lending since it will allow lenders to be more confident that they can confirm valuations, authenticity
and title. This is likely to mean that lenders will become increasingly comfortable oﬀering more and
larger asset-backed art loans. The Codex could support an application for instant quotes for loans on
existing pieces and collections. The Codex could also enable liens to be added to titles giving lenders
further comfort.
Insurers: A large market currently exists for insuring A&C, both from damage at home and in transit. A
Codex-based application could enable owners to quickly and easily obtain quotes and purchase
insurance on items they own, as well as update premiums based on changing prices of their holdings.
Insurance inspection, administration and underwriting costs could be decreased by using The Codex to
track possession during transit, verify insurance valuations and administer claims.

Storage and Logistics: Art storage and logistics is a multi-billion dollar industry which still relies heavily
on paper records and outdated systems. Applications could be built on The Codex to allow the easy
management of items for storage and logistics.

Appraisers: The Codex could support an application that enables buyers to post bounties for appraisals
of a Codex Title that appraisers can compete for by appraising the authenticity and value of the piece.
Appraisers would build reputation in the application for their appraisals.
Museums: A&C is o en bequeathed to museums for immediate tax deductions. This can be complex
and expensive to structure, but could be made simple and accessible if template contracts were used
with a multi-owner title system on The Codex.
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5.5 Technical Considerations
There are two key technical components of the Codex protocol: BidDex, a currency token that is used to perform protocol
operations, and Codex Title, a token that serves as a digital title for physical A&C items. In this section, we discuss the high-level
technical design of these tokens. A more detailed walkthrough of the smart contract implementation is forthcoming.
Both the BidDex and Codex Title tokens have to be built on the same blockchain so that they can easily interact with one another.
We chose the Ethereum blockchain because of its proven record of success and rich developer ecosystem. Additionally, there are
already two widely adopted industry standards for tokens which we can use to model our protocol. In the future, if some of
Ethereum’s trade-oﬀs become too cost prohibitive, we will analyze other blockchain implementations that support smart
contracts and meet the requirements of the protocol.
BidDex is an ERC-20 compliant token that is used to make transactions on Codex Titles.10 ERC-20 is a the standard for modelling
token currencies and is recognized by most major blockchain wallets today. Addresses that hold high amounts of BidDex will
receive a discount on operations performed on the Codex Protocol. This structure is designed to reduce the operational costs of
parties that will be creating and modifying significant amounts of titles while simultaneously discouraging frivolous updates to
Codex Titles because of the associated cost.
We intend for Codex Titles to be modeled as a Non-Fungible-Tokens (NFTs) as specified in ERC-721.11 This standard outlines a
mechanism to ensure that each Codex Title is unique and has its ownership tracked individually. This is inherently diﬀerent than
crypto-currencies where each token is interchangeable and tracked on the blockchain as a count rather than as an individual
token. Any changes to the title or its ownership will be recorded on the blockchain in an immutable fashion.
We intend to make all of the contract code open-source and audited before public release. The mechanics of the ecosystem will be
tested on the Rinkeby test network in a public beta. This will be in partnership with early adopters that have integrated our
so ware into their systems. Because the core contract code of a Codex Title is immutable by nature, we plan to decouple the core
logic from utility functions by splitting them out into library contracts. This allows the token functionality to be updated without
disrupting the ecosystem built around it.

10

https://github.com/ethereum/eips/issues/20
https://github.com/ethereum/eips/issues/721
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06. The Codex Economic Model
6.1 Design Principles
The economics of The Codex are designed to align incentives to encourage adoption of the protocol by the ecosystem. However,
the field of token economics (colloquially known as “tokenomics”) is young and advancing rapidly. We expect that new techniques
and best practices will emerge in the coming months that may be more elegant and eﬀective than those we currently conceive.
Furthermore, we do not profess to know with certainty how ecosystem participants will respond to the incentives we have
designed. Thus, we encourage you to focus on our design principles and consider our specific design proposal as an illustration of
how they might be applied.
Our principles:
● Stakeholders who perform work that improves the integrity of the Codex should be rewarded.
12
● Usage should drive network value because it creates network eﬀects that drive further usage.
● Stakeholders should hold tokens so they have an incentive to support the network.
13
● Abuse is best prevented through economic incentives to encourage appropriate behaviors.

6.2 The Native Token
We are introducing The Codex with a new, native utility token for several reasons:
1. Rewards: BidDex enables rewards to auction houses, dealers/galleries, and appraisers who instantiate and vouch for the
authenticity of items on the registry.
2. Alignment: BidDex enables the creation of an economic model that links usage to network value, creating network eﬀects.
3. Governance: BidDex provides a mechanism to distribute governance to the community over time.
With a native token, The Codex has an eﬀective way to reward the workers that vouch for items and at the same time align the
incentives of auction houses, dealers, experts, lenders, and other industry stakeholders to work together to promote the protocol
as a standard.

6.3 Rewards for Validators
In the oﬀline world, buyers rely on experts (“Validators”) to judge and verify provenance and authenticity. These experts include
auction houses specialists, dealers, gallerists and appraisers. They are paid for doing so either through commissions or fees. The
Codex Protocol encourages the same. To that end, the protocol will reward those who create titles or vouch for existing titles. At
first, this will be done on a discretionary basis from the community fund, as governed by the Consortium (see section 9) based on
various Key Performance Indicators. Over time, this will be algorithmically distributed along with a reputation system. The
Consortium has years of experience with this approach. For example, Lo y.com oﬀered an Authenticity Guarantee based on
feedback sourced from a network of hundreds of experts which achieved industry-leading accuracy rates.

12

Karnjanaprakorn, Michael. “Token Network Eﬀects: New Business Model for a Decentralized Web.” FreeCodeCamp.org, 12 June 2017,
medium.freecodecamp.org/token-network-eﬀects-a-new-business-model-for-a-decentralized-web-6cde8b4e862.
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Whenever tokens are rewarded, they will be subject to vesting such so that recipients have a continually refreshing incentive to
maintain the network by evangelizing Codex to their clients.

6.4 Token Economic Design
The Codex will be used by application developers and individuals to create and modify Codex Titles (Create, Read, Update, Delete
operations, also known as CRUD operations).14 This may include instantiation, transfer of ownership, transfer of possession,
addition of supporting documentation (e.g. photos or appraisals), adding a lien, or any other modification. Making modifications
requires a fee in BidDex with diﬀerent fees associated with diﬀerent types of modifications. For example, adding a lien on a
registered item may cost more than a transfer of title operation.
Application developers receive a discount on this price in proportion to the amount of BidDex held by their application and its
users. This is to incentivize holding by the application developers themselves and to incentivize the application developers to
design further incentives for their users to hold. In other words, the price (P) to make modifications will be inversely proportional
to the average amount of BidDex held over a certain time period H(t).
Application developers who modify titles frequently will
seek to decrease their costs, which they can do by
incentivizing or requiring their users to hold BidDex. Note
that the cost of accessing The Codex is intended to be low in
general, with the minimum cost (the limit) likely to be equal
to the cost of Ethereum Gas for modifying The Codex smart
contracts. The fees are meant to incentivize application
developers and commercial users who use The Codex in
volume; we do not intend that fees should be burdensome
for any individual making a handful of changes.
Early in its lifecycle, Codex Protocol may use the
Community Fund to subsidize the fees for application
developers.
This design means more usage will drive more holdings, which will increase network value and thus create network eﬀects that
drive more usage. P and H(t) may diﬀer for various modification types to encourage usage, network eﬀects, and replenishment of
the Community Fund.

14

CP is intended as an open protocol, so application developers include any users savvy enough to write their own code to access the protocol directly.
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07. Initial Applications
The Codex is a decentralized protocol which means anyone can build services on top of it. Over time, we expect developers to
build many applications which are likely to be profitable enterprises. To seed the ecosystem, we (“ Codex Labs, Inc”) will build
several applications, each of which are relatively simple. One, TitleViewer, will make it easy for users to interact with their titles.
Another, Biddable, will drive adoption of the protocol. Finally, Sellable, will help buyers purchase oﬀ-market items.
To ensure that Codex Labs’s incentives are aligned with the Codex Ecosystem, Codex Labs intends to donate the majority of all
profit to the Community Fund for the foreseeable future. Further, the minority retained by Codex Labs will be subject to a new
lockup so that it can only realize gains if long-term network value grows.

7.1. TitleViewer (“TV”)
TitleViewer allows individual users to view and interact with
The Codex.
TitleViewer is a DApp which is intended as a user interface
to view provenance information and, assuming the user
possesses the correct permissions, make additions to the
record. If the user owns the title, s/he can take actions such
as transferring it, uploading additional documentation,
etc.
TV can also be used by buyers to view information. Users
will have to know the identifier of the title they wish to
view in order to view it, which means it must be given to
them by a seller, an owner or a past owner. For example, an
auction house might list in their online catalog the title
addresses of all items in an upcoming auction.
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7.2. Biddable
Biddable enables cryptoholders to purchase A&C instantly, privately
and easily.
A critical problem in the auction industry is the phenomenon of
bidders who bid and win, but never pay (“Non-performing bidder”
or "NPB”). A unique item can have only one winner, so NPBs
directly result in loss of sales and auction revenue. NPBs plague
auction houses, costing billions of dollars each year. Biddable is a
Dapp intended to drive adoption of the Codex Protocol by solving
this critical problem.
Currently, many auction houses try to reduce the number of NPBs
by requiring bidders to register for auctions in advance, disclose
their identities, financial ability to pay with bank statements, and
even wire funds into pre-auction escrow. These disclosure
requirements are burdensome, compromise privacy, and deter
many bidders. Moreover, many bidders don’t want to disclose
information regarding their wealth that may inform shill bidding,
which is when a dishonest auctioneer or seller submits false bids to
drive up the winning price. While illegal, most buyers believe that
shill bidding is widespread in the industry. Indeed, research
indicates a “price premium of between 16% and 44% can be achieved by shill bidding.”15
This conflict between bidders’ demands for both privacy and convenience and sellers’ demands for identification and disclosure
creates an impasse that lowers auction participation and revenue. While exact figures are confidential, the magnitude is large and
data from the Consortium indicates that over one million bidders are excluded from participating in auctions each year. In
particular, bidders from Asia are excluded from US auctions, primarily because they can not provide disclosure documentation
that is suﬀiciently translatable or verifiable by auction houses. This is particularly problematic for cryptoholders because auction
houses will not consider balances in crypto-wallets.
Our solution is Biddable, a Dapp intended to provide an instant and private alternative to the status quo registration and approval
process. Biddable is a deposit-escrow system wherein a cryptocurrency deposit is escrowed from the buyer with a smaller
16
corresponding stake from the seller. This enables bidders to prove their intention to pay while maintaining their privacy and
keeps sellers honest as well.
This Dapp will not be a standalone consumer-facing application, but rather will be embedded in existing auction house bidding
so ware. Initially, this will include LiveAuctioneers.com and the applications developed by AuctionMobility.com.
15
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Nikitkov & Bay (2015), http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1467089515000044

Technically, it may be possible for an auction house to trace a wallet address to a specific individual. However, this is very diﬀicult and is unlikely in the context of
a real-time auction where a deposit can be made from any existing or newly created wallet address at the last minute.
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With Biddable, the bidder’s initial deposit
will always be made in a major and highly
liquid cryptocurrency like Ether or (as soon
as technically feasible) Bitcoin. Sellers will
leave their stake in BDX. If a bidder does
not win anything, each party’s escrow will
be released back. In the case of a winning
bid, the escrow is locked until the bidder
pays for their items, either in
cryptocurrency with Biddable, or as normal
in fiat. A portion of the BDX stake le by the
seller is intended to be used to cover the
costs of initializing and transferring item
titles to the winning bidder, with the rest being released back. Winning bidders that did not register via Biddable can still use it to
pay for their winnings using cryptocurrency.
If an auction house is unable to get payment from a bidder within a reasonable interval, they may declare them a NPB. In this case,
we plan for the seller’s stake to be returned in full and the bidder’s deposit to be burned. The deposit is burned to ensure there is
no incentive for sellers to falsely declare NPBs.
Biddable’s planned revenue model is transaction fees, payable in BidDex.17 Biddable’s costs
will include the fees to create and modify titles on The Codex. As a profit-maximizing entity,
Biddable will seek to minimize its costs. To that end, Biddable plans to require auction
houses to leave an initial BidDex stake before they can accept bidder registrations.
This has the further benefit of aligning incentives within the DApp. The maximum amount the
auction houses can require as a deposit will be directly proportional to how much BidDex
they stake. This will incentivize auction houses to set the lowest possible deposit
requirement that will deter non-performing bidders rather than the maximum possible
deposit that will help inform shill bidding. It will also prevent abusive behavior like oﬀering
items to test the market and then pulling them prior to sale.
Biddable is an example of an application which encourages holding of BidDex in response to
the economic incentives of the Codex Protocol’s fee structure. The more BidDex is held by
Biddable’s users, the lower Biddable’s cost per title modification will be, which maximizes
Biddable’s profit. Thus, Biddable is incentivized to experiment with staking mechanisms.
In the view of the Consortium, Biddable will have a major impact on the market. In addition
to enabling the expansion of East-West trade, auctioneers have indicated that they may give a

17

Biddable intends to charge this transaction fee in exchange for providing the decentralized smart escrow contract so ware. Biddable is not party to the
transaction itself, is not in the flow of funds, and cannot adjust the smart escrow contracts once funds have been deposited, although it may occasionally update
new versions of the smart contract so ware to auction houses for future auctions.
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discount of as much as 5% to Biddable bidders because they leave deposits - yet another compelling reason for prospective
18
bidders to adopt BidDex.

7.3. Sellable
Sellable lets collectors make oﬀers on everything that has ever been sold at auction.
Collectors have strong and specific tastes. A wine collector may be hunting for a 1982 Lafite Rothschild. A car collector may be
hunting for a 1955 Corvette. A painting collector may be searching for a specific Picasso. A coin collector may be searching for a
specific silver dollar. Collectors know these items exist, but they are limited to purchasing what is currently on the market at
upcoming auctions and art galleries. The majority of items are held by owners who would likely sell for the right price, but are
impossible to find and contact. Moreover, owners value their privacy more than
anything else and would not trust a central authority with knowledge of their assets.
Sellable is intended to help collectors find and buy the items they desire even if they
are not currently for sale. It will do so by mirroring the ad hoc way sourcing
oﬀ-market items is done today. It is designed to help intermediaries like auction
houses and dealers, not disintermediate them.
All A&C have been sold in the past, either by artists themselves, by auction houses, or
by galleries. A collector can learn of an item’s existence by browsing past auction
results (which are public), contacting living artists, or contacting galleries and dealers
who trade similar pieces. Today, collectors try to find these items by asking the
intermediary (“Intermediary 1”) to contact the previous buyer and communicate an
oﬀer. This is unwieldy and diﬀicult currently for two primary reasons. First,
intermediaries won’t let clients connect directly for fear of being cut out of the
transaction. Second, the item may have changed hands multiple times,
compounding the communication problem since each intermediary fears being cut
out of the transaction. This complexity prevents the vast majority of deals from
closing and o en deters Intermediary 1 from following up on the collector’s request.
The conversation quickly dies and the oﬀer is never communicated to the current
owner.
We expect Sellable to solve this problem. A collector can make an oﬀer and post to a
smart contract a “finder’s fee” that they think will motivate the prior owners who are
eﬀectively now intermediaries. The collector then asks Intermediary 1 to notify
Intermediary 2. Intermediary 1 does so and asks Intermediary 2 to notify the item’s current owner. If the oﬀer is accepted, the
intermediaries can connect the buyer and the current owner to finalize the transaction. If and when the title is transferred, the
finder’s fee is automatically and trustlessly distributed to all intermediaries in the chain of ownership between Intermediary 1 and
the current owner. Sellable enables oﬀers to be communicated to current owners without requiring intermediaries to disclose
client information upfront and with trustless assurance that they will get paid for their eﬀorts.

18
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Susie sees something she wants that was previously sold at an Auction House (AH), but the current owner is unknown.

She oﬀers up a finder’s fee (BidDex). Her oﬀer is passed down the chain, because each intermediary knows exactly how much
they will receive if the transaction closes.

If the owner accepts and the title is transferred, the finder’s fee is paid to the intermediaries.
Like Biddable, we anticipate that Sellable will not be a standalone consumer-facing application, but rather will be embedded in
existing auction house bidding so ware, gallery so ware, etc. Initially, this will include LiveAuctioneers.com’s marketplace and
AuctionMobility.com’s so ware.
Sellable’s revenue model is expected to be a % of the finder’s fee (BidDex). Its costs will include Codex fees to view ownership
history, send finder’s fees for successful transactions, and transfer of titles. Since Sellable is a profit-maximizing entity, it will seek
to minimize these costs. It will accomplish this by requiring finder’s fees to be denominated and escrowed in BidDex while the
oﬀer is communicated oﬀline down the chain of ownership. In addition, Sellable may require intermediaries to hold BidDex to
receive finder’s fees. The more BidDex held, the lower Sellable’s Codex fees, which maximizes Sellable’s profit. Thus, Sellable is
incentivized to design and maintain a business model which encourages holding BidDex.
We expect this simple application to result in substantially more oﬀers making their way to owners of oﬀ-market items. In theory,
an oﬀer could be communicated through several intermediary owners.
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Today, collectors can only easily purchase items currently for sale; owners of oﬀ-market items are diﬀicult to find and access. With
Sellable, collectors can easily make oﬀers on items that have been sold in the past, which is by definition an order of magnitude
more than is on sale today. For example, if an auction house sells $10 million/year and has created and/or transferred titles for
them all over the last 5 years, collectors can make oﬀers on $50 million of items. We believe this will increase the market size and
annual transaction volume in the A&C market substantially.
Finally, Sellable provides a strong incentive for intermediaries to request, create and transfer Codex Titles. If they do, they can
expect to receive a continuing revenue stream from all items whose sales they have facilitated. This could be a boon to their
business and will drive adoption and insistence on Codex Titles and use of BidDex. This is a major motivation for developing
Sellable as one of the initial applications.

08. The BidDex Economy
The BidDex economy results from the interaction of applications and the underlying Codex Protocol. For illustration purposes, we
analyze the economy including only Biddable and Sellable combined with the Codex Protocol.
Example: An auction house auctions a $10,000 item and posts a $500 BidDex bond so that any bidder who leaves a $500 deposit is
auto-approved. If the buyer wins and settles, Biddable earns a 1% fee of $100 (payable in BidDex) and the title is transferred to the
buyer. Biddable’s expenses include BidDex fees to the Codex Protocol, which are discounted because Biddable holds BidDex.
The result is an application economy which is constantly incentivized to promote network value and, thus, network eﬀects.
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09. Organization and Governance
BidDex tokens are being sold by the Codex Labs, Inc (“Codex Labs”), a for-profit company.

9.1. Vision and Mission
Our vision is for Codex Protocol to bring trust to A&C. This will enable A&C to become a more fair market and robust financial asset
class. To accomplish this vision, we have started a consortium of companies and individuals who agree on a common mission. We
propose the following mission:
●
●
●
●
●

Develop and continually improve The Codex.
Support, sponsor and build impactful applications.
Expand the Biddable Consortium.
Educate the A&C ecosystem about cryptocurrency and blockchain.
Educate the crypto-community about the importance and opportunities of the A&C asset class.

9.2 Governance
Codex Protocol is committed to robust community governance in the long-term and will work with experts in the governance of
token economies to that end.
Initially, the protocol will be developed and released by Codex Labs. The protocol is planned as open-source, and anyone can
contribute improvements. Codex Labs may do so as well, but its ability to decide on changes will not be unilateral. Governance
will be enforced by the market - if changes are disliked, anyone or any group of entities has the ability to fork the protocol. The
consortium will likely be a thought-leader in the evolution of the protocol, and we intend to defer to the consortium but the
consortium will not have formal governance power.
Over time, we aspire to a formal community governance system, which we believe will result in a more robust and lasting
ecosystem that best represents the goals and needs of every stakeholder. We also believe it will provide a foundation that will
enable the protocol to be malleable over time in response to innovation and market maturity We expect the governance system to
be stake-based, with limits to constrain any individual from exercising majority control. The BidDex token will be critical in
enabling this decentralization of governance as a measure of stake for the purposes of voting.

9.3 Education
Codex Protocol recognizes that there is increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies across a variety of industries and will work to
encourage the same adoption in A&C. To achieve this, Codex Protocol will strive to provide accessible educational materials
regarding the use of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology within the art and collectibles ecosystem. This may include, for
example, holding symposia, running education programs, and developing educational materials, both online and oﬀline.

9.4 Community Fund
A portion of the tokens will be reserved in a Community Fund. These will be used for rewards to validators and discretionary
grants to new Consortium members, service providers, early adopters, marketing campaigns, and other supporters of the
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ecosystem to reward use, subsidize development, and more. For example, if an established online marketplace joins the
Consortium, they may receive a grant to align their interest with the ecosystem and to fund development of further Codex
applications.
Eligibility for Community Fund grants will be determined by the Consortium based on criteria including:
●
●
●
●
●

Expertise in the A&C space
Proposed use of The Codex
Ability to drive adoption of The Codex among new users
Likely benefits to The Codex ecosystem
Services provided to The Codex

We plan for the decision-making process will be coordinated by Codex Labs with input from the representative body of the
Consortium. Over time, as with overall governance of The Codex, we intend for this to be devolved to the community in line with
governance best practices.
Rewards to validators will initially be discretionary with the intent of a gradual transition to an algorithmic, reputation-system
based approach.
The planned Community Fund will be subject to an anticipated lock-up that unlocks at a rate of 2% per month (~20% per year).
Furthermore, any individual grants made from the Community Fund will likely be subject to vesting (conditioned on performance
targets for the grantee) and a lock-up period.
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10. Roadmap
10.1 The Long-Term Roadmap
The long-term vision for Codex includes a robust set of applications for use cases across the A&C market developed on top of a
universally accepted title registry. To achieve this, we believe the eﬀorts of the community should first focus on applications that
drive adoption, like Biddable. As more inventory is onboarded to The Codex title registry, the focus should shi to applications
that incentivize owners to improve and transfer their titles, like Sellable. Over time, Codex Titles will become the most
authoritative source of information about A&C items, reinforcing dependence upon the protocol as the standard.

10.2 Initial Adoption Strategy
We are launching Codex Protocol at the same time as its first application, Biddable, because the app is intended to drive adoption
of the protocol. The reason we think the auction market is the best approach is because most items eventually circulate through
the secondary auction market. Biddable is expected to solve a critical need in the auction market, which is why the leading
so ware and technology vendors to the auction market have committed to integrate it. This means both Biddable and Codex
Protocol will be immediately available to over 5,000 auction houses for their use.
Our launch strategy has three phases, which we will pursue in parallel despite describing them sequentially.
Phase 1: Pre-launch
● Technical development of Codex Protocol, Biddable and Sellable.
● Integration of Biddable into the so ware and technology providers within the consortium.
● Recruitment and engagement of third-party application developers.
Phase 2: Launch
● Marketing campaign to educate and build awareness among the following bidder personas, in the following order of
priority:
○ Cryptoholders regarding the benefits of diversifying into art and collectibles and the ease of doing so through
Biddable
○ Fiat bidders, especially those in Asia, who are currently excluded from western auctions but can access them
using cryptocurrencies and Biddable
○ Existing Fiat bidders, both online and oﬀline, who will be able to bid more easily at auctions using Biddable.
● Inside sales team outreach to auction houses to encourage use.
● Release of BidDex tokens
Phase 3: Post-launch
We have decided to be intentionally vague here because the future is uncertain and we don’t want to make inflexible
commitments following token release. However, Codex Protocol will pursue its mission as described in section 9. We expect that in
each vertical, the consortium will first expand, then new applications will be developed (o en with community fund sponsorship),
a er which marketing will likely occur to end-users for the new use-case.
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We are confident in our strategy and ability to execute the pre-launch and launch strategy because the team has extensive
experience launching products and increasing adoption in the art and collectibles market, including:
● Managing multi-million dollar marketing budgets in the A&C market.
● Managing inside sales teams soliciting auction houses and galleries through “predictable revenue” strategies.
● Launching and promoting scaled so ware products for the art and collectibles space.
Based on this experience, we are confident that our sales and marketing strategy and campaigns will be eﬀective in driving
adoption of the protocol at launch.

10.3 Timeline to Launch
Codex Protocol anticipates launching in 2018. The roadmap is currently as follows .
Codex Roadmap 2018
Goal

A

B

Events

Jan

Private SAFT Sale

Feb
Mar

Pre-Launch

Apr

Token Sale Announced

May
Jun

Launch

Public Token Sale

July
Beyond
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11. Team & Advisors
The Codex Protocol will have been designed and developed by a team of operators and advisors experienced in building
technology products, venture capital, finance, so ware development and the A&C market. This ensures that the protocol meets
the needs of the A&C market and is built to last.

11.1 Founders
Chief Executive Oﬀicer, Co-founder
Mark Lurie previously founded Lo y.com, an expert-reviewed A&C marketplace that was acquired in 2016.
Prior to Lo y, he worked in venture capital as an investor at FJLabs and Bessemer Venture Partners, early
investors in many leading businesses like Pinterest, Yelp, Linkedin, and Twilio. Mark has a MBA from
Harvard Business School and a BA from Harvard College in Economics.

Chief Operating Oﬀicer, Co-founder
Jess Houlgrave previously worked at OPTrust, a large Canadian pension fund, where she executed several
billion dollars of European private equity transactions as part of the Private Markets Group. Prior to
OpTrust, she worked at Credit Suisse in the investment banking group where she was involved in IPOs that
raised over USD$1 Billion. Jess has an M.A. in Art Business from Sotheby’s Institute of Art, where she wrote
her thesis on the applications of blockchain technology in the art ecosystem and later worked in Sotheby’s
bidding department. Jess also has a M.A. in Economics and Management from the University of Oxford.

Chief Technology Oﬀicer, Co-founder
John Forrest previously worked at Microso as a Senior So ware Engineer in the Identity division, which
provides secure authentication for the billions of customers that use Microso products every day. Past
projects include leading the convergence of Microso ’s consumer and enterprise identity systems and
integrating Microso ’s consumer identity systems into the Xbox One. John was consistently rated in the
top percentiles of his organization at Microso and has a BS in Computer Science from Southern
Methodist University where he graduated summa cum laude with a minor in Mathematics.
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11.2 Advisors
Crypto and Technology
Joey Krug, Co-Chief Investment Oﬀicer at Pantera Capital & Cofounder of Augur. Joey brings deep
technical expertise and guidance to Codex. He has been at the forefront of developing best practices in the
token ecosystem and a strong voice in the developer community. At Pantera, Joey is the Co-Chief
Investment Oﬀicer of a $100 million ICO fund. At Augur, Joey developed the technology for prediction
markets with the vision of creating a decentralized financial system. Joey is also an advisor or Numerai,
Urbit, 0x, Bloom and doc.ai.
Nader Al-Naji, Cofounder & CEO of Basecoin. Nader has a background in finance and so ware
engineering. He has worked at DE Shaw & Co in equities high-frequency trading, as well as at Google as a
so ware engineer in the Search and Ads teams. He graduated summa cum laude in Computer Science
from Princeton.

Dr. Abe Othman has a PhD in Computer Science from Carnegie Mellon and is a visiting scholar at the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He earned his BS in Applied Math from Harvard. He was
named to the Forbes 30 under 30 list and is an advisor to Augur and Stox.

Arts & Collectibles
Brook Hazelton, Christie’s President of the Americas. Brook Hazelton is the current President of the
Americas for Christie’s, one of the two largest auction houses in the world with over $7 Billion in annual
sales. Previously, he was the CEO of Phillips de Pury & Co, one of the largest A&C auction houses in the
world (www.phillips.com), where he grew sales 400% in four years. Before Phillips, Brook worked in
Private Equity at the Carlyle Group and Goldman Sachs. He is a graduate of Harvard Business School (MBA)
and Princeton University (BA). https://www.linkedin.com/in/brook-hazelton-421a1/
Consumer Internet
Fabrice Grinda is among the world’s leading internet entrepreneurs and investors. He has over $300m in
exits and 300+ angel investments. Currently, he is the founder of FJLabs.com, an early stage angel fund.
Previously, he was the cofounder and CEO of OLX, one of the largest websites in the world with over 200
million monthly unique visitors, operations in 40 countries, and over 1,200 employees. OLX is the largest
classified site in India, Brazil, Pakistan, and many other emerging markets. Before OLX, Fabrice was
co-founder and CEO of Zingy, which he grew to $200 million in sales in four years and exited. He worked at
McKinsey and graduated Summa Cum Laude from Princeton in Economics. www.fabricegrinda.com.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fabricegrinda/
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11.3 Announced Backers & Investors
Bessemer Venture Partners (BVP.com) is a leading venture capital firm with $4.5 Billion under
management and a track record that includes over 121 IPOs. Recent companies include Pinterest, Blue
Apron, Snapdeal, Twilio, Shopify, Box, Linkedin, Yelp, and Twitch.

FJLabs (fjlabs.com) is a angel investment firm specializing in online marketplaces and global companies,
with over 300 investments acros 20 companies including Alibaba, Betterment, Letgo, Palantir, Uber,
Viajanet, and more.

Pantera Capital (https://www.panteracapital.com) is an investment firm focused exclusively on ventures,
tokens, and projects related to blockchain tech, digital currency, and crypto assets. As the first U.S. Bitcoin
investment firm, Pantera is the leading blockchain investment firm and one of the largest institutional
owners of cryptocurrencies.

11.4 Service Partners
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